
est Linuest Linu
by Clara Beauty

kindly translated by Andrea Jusufhodzic - many thanks! :-)

Material
Yarn: 3 skeins Cisne Merino (236m/100g). About  700-710m were used.

Needles: circular needle 3,5mm and 4,5mm.

Notions: tapestry needle, waste yarn, markers.

Finished size
Length: 67,5cm (~26,5"), width: 51cm (~20")

Notes
The vest is worked in the round. After starting the armhole shaping, the back and front will be worked separately. For all 
even rows - no matter whether worked in the round or back and forth - the stitches are worked as they appear = K the knits, 
P the purls.

Gauge for cables: 42 stsx32 rws = 13x10,5cm
Gauge for Stockinette: 22 stsx30 rws = 10x10 cm

Charts

Cable

Neckline
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Let's get started!

BODY
On 3.5mm, CO 110 sts, pm, CO 110 more and join in the round = 220 sts. 
Work in 2x2 rib for 22 rows. Change to 4.5mm

Stitch pattern is set as follows:
k34, pm, work row 01 of CHART Cable, k34. slip marker, k to end of round. 

complete CHART Cable rows 01-16 a total of EIGHT times. From this point, the front and back are separated and worked 
back and forth. DO NOT CUT YARN. Put the FRONT sts onto hold.

BACK:
purl one row back so that the RS is facing you.
BO 1x3 sts at beg of next two rows = 104 sts
BO 1x2 sts at beg of next two rows = 100 sts.
BO 1x1 sts at beg of next two rows = 98 sts.

continue in Stockinette for about 20cm (~ 60ish rows). End so that RS is facing you, BO all sts k-wise.

FRONT
while keeping the pattern as set (ninth repeat starts / work from CHART Neckline), decrease as for back = 98 sts. 
Continue in pattern for three rows, ending on row 09 of chart.
Now the WS is facing you. DO NOT CUT YARN. put the last 49 sts (left neck panel) onto hold.

RIGHT FRONT PANEL
continue in pattern as set for rows 10-24.
continue in pattern as set, working rows 25-28 a total of 11 times = 44 rws. On next row (RS): BO k-wise.

LEFT FRONT PANEL
Reattach yarn with WS facing = continue from row 10 onwards as for right front panel.

FINISHING
Around neck and both armholes, pick up and knit 104 sts with 3.5mm circular needle, join in the round and work in 2x2 rib 
for 10 rows, BO sts as they appear. 
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